
Sourcing and placing top
talent in the energy, mining,
and infrastructure sectors.

uniteresourcing.com.au



We take pride in our ability to connect industry-leading
organisations with exceptional white-collar
engineering professionals, ensuring the success of
their projects and operations. 

uniteresourcing.com.au

With our deep expertise in engineering recruitment,
specifically focusing on professionals in the Transport,
ESG, Building Services and Resource sectors, we have
built a solid reputation for delivering superior recruitment
solutions.

Uniting businesses with
quality candidates.



Our agency excels in identifying, attracting, and securing
high-calibre engineering professionals for a wide range of
white-collar roles within the energy, mining, and
infrastructure sectors. 

From project managers to design engineers and technical
specialists, we have the industry knowledge and network
to find the ideal candidates for your organization's specific
requirements.
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Key Capabilities

Specialised Engineering Recruitment:
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Over the years, we have cultivated a vast network of
talented engineers and industry professionals within the
energy, mining, and infrastructure sectors. 

Leveraging our extensive connections, we can swiftly tap
into this talent pool to source highly qualified candidates
for your projects or organizational needs.

Extensive Industry Network:
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We understand the critical importance of hiring
candidates with the right technical skills, experience, and
cultural fit. Our comprehensive screening and assessment
processes ensure that only the most suitable candidates
are presented to our clients. 

Our evaluations go beyond technical qualifications,
encompassing soft skills, leadership potential, and
adaptability to meet the unique demands of your
organization.

Rigorous Candidate Selection:



We take a collaborative approach to understand your
organisation's goals, culture, and project requirements.
Based on this understanding, we design tailored
recruitment solutions that align with your specific needs. 

Whether you require temporary staff for short-term
projects or permanent placements for long-term
operations, our flexible approach ensures your projects are
staffed with the right talent at the right time.

Tailored Solutions for Project Success:
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Global Candidate Pool:

Commitment to Excellence:

At Unite Resourcing, we are committed to delivering exceptional
service and exceeding our clients' expectations. Our dedicated
team of recruitment professionals works closely with you to ensure
a seamless recruitment process, providing regular updates and
open communication to keep you informed every step of the way.
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We take your brand
to an untapped
talent pool.

Unite Resourcing offer a seamless
onboarding process, providing
an end-to-end resourcing and
global mobility service.

Unite Resourcing hold a TS 482 Labour On-Hire Agreement
providing our Clients access to a global talent pool where we
manage all Visa/Mobilisation/Payroll requirements to ensure our
Clients have access to the best talent available for their projects.



Client Success Stories

We have successfully supported numerous organizations in 
the energy, mining, and infrastructure sectors, providing them with
outstanding white-collar engineering talent. 

Here are a few examples:

Provided a global energy corporation with a team
of skilled construction engineers, enabling them
to efficiently execute complex energy projects
across multiple sites.

Partnered with a leading mining company to
source highly experienced civil engineers for a
major infrastructure project, resulting in successful
project completion within the defined timeline.

Assisted a prominent infrastructure
development company in recruiting talented
design engineers, ensuring the timely delivery
of high-quality infrastructure solutions.



Sourcing and placing top
talent in the energy, mining,
and infrastructure sectors.
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+61 8 6389 2110

Western Australia

Level 2, Eastpoint Plaza
223 Adelaide Terrace
Perth, WA 6000

Queensland

157 Ann Street,
Brisbane CBD,
QLD 4000
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